
1994: “These algorithms take a number of steps 
polynomial in the input size, for example, the number 
of digits of the integer to be factored.”

1995: “It is shown how to reduce the effects of 
decoherence for information stored in quantum 
memory, assuming that the decoherence process acts 
independently on each of the bits stored in memory.”

1996: “This paper shows both how to correct errors in 
encoded qubits using noisy gates and also how to 
compute on these encoded qubits without ever 
decoding the qubits.”

How Peter Shor Changed Physics



The underlying physical laws necessary 
for the mathematical theory of a large 
part of physics and the whole of 
chemistry are thus completely known, 
and the difficulty is only that the exact 
application of these laws leads to 
equations much too complicated to be 
soluble. 

Paul A. M. Dirac, Quantum Mechanics of 
Many-Electron Systems, Proceedings of 
the Royal Society, 1929



Richard Feynman
(1981) 

“You can simulate this with a 
quantum system, with quantum 

computer elements. It’s not a 
Turing machine, but a machine 

of a different kind.”



Simulating Physics with Computers
Transcript of a talk at the Conference on the Physics of Computation, MIT 1981

Google Scholar > 12,000 citations (> 1100 in 2023)

The goal: The rule of simulation that I would like to have is that the number of 
computer elements required to simulate a large physical system is only to be 
proportional to the space-time volume of the physical system.

Complexity: Now I explicitly go to the question of how we can simulate with a 
computer … the quantum mechanical effects … But the full description of 
quantum mechanics for a large system with R particles is given by a function 
which we call the amplitude to find the particles at x1, …., xR, and therefore 
because it has too many variables, it cannot be simulated with a normal 
computer.

Quantum computing: Can you do it with a new kind of computer --- a quantum 
computer? Now it turns out, as far as I can tell, that you can simulate this with a 
quantum system, with quantum computer elements. It’s not a Turing machine, 
but a machine of a different kind.



“Nature isn’t classical, dammit, and 
if you want to make a simulation of 
Nature, you’d better make it 
quantum mechanical, and by golly 
it’s a wonderful problem because it 
doesn’t look so easy.”

Richard Feynman
Simulating Physics with Computers
May 1981



Yuri Manin (1937-2023), Computable and Uncomputable (1980)
Translated from the Russian by Victor Albert

These objects [quantum automata] may show us mathematical models of deterministic processes 
with highly unusual features. One of the reasons for this is because the quantum phase space is 
much bigger than classical: where classical space has N discrete levels, a quantum system allowing 
their superposition will have cN Planck cells. In a union of two classical systems, their sizes N1 and 
N2 multiply, but in the quantum case we have cN1+N2.

These heuristic calculations point to a much larger potential complexity of the behavior of a 
quantum system when compared to its classical imitator. 

Paul Benioff (1930-2022), J. Stat. Phys. 22, 563-591 (1980)

“These considerations suggest that it may be impossible even in principle to construct a quantum 
mechanical Hamiltonian model of the computation process. The reason is that any such model 
evolves as an isolated system with a constant total energy. The point of this paper is to suggest, by 
construction of such models, that this may not be the case.”

Note: Unlike Manin, Benioff was not concerned with quantum complexity. Rather, he mainly focused on the 
question whether a quantum computer can operate without dissipation (as did Feynman in his 1984 CLEO/IQEC 
talk on “Quantum Mechanical Computers”).



David Deutsch
(1985) 

“I describe the universal quantum 
computer, which is capable of 

perfectly simulating every finite, 
realizable physical system.



Umesh Vazirani
(1993) 

“The study of the computational 
power of quantum Turing Machines 
gives a method of demonstrating, 
in a quantifiable way, the inherent 
difference between the model 
proposed by quantum physics and 
any classical model.



Peter Shor
(1994) 

“These algorithms take a number of 
steps polynomial in the input size, 

for example, the number of digits of 
the integer to be factored.”



I didn't think about quantum computing again until 1992, when Umesh Vazirani 
gave a talk at Bell Labs about his paper with Ethan Bernstein on quantum 
Turing machines … I was really intrigued by that talk, and I probably 
understood it better than other computer scientists because of the amount of 
physics I'd taken in college.

I gave a talk [at Bell Labs] on how to solve discrete logarithms on a quantum 
computer, and it went well. Later that week, I was able to solve the factoring 
problem as well.

That weekend, when I was at home with a bad cold, Umesh Vazirani called me 
up and said “I hear that you can factor efficiently with a quantum computer.“ 
This was surprising … the talk had been about the discrete log algorithm, but 
by the time the rumors reached Umesh, they had changed into factoring … But 
luckily, I had solved the factoring problem in the meantime …

After that, the news spread like wildfire …

Peter Shor, The early days of quantum computation, arXiv:2208.09964

Vazirani

Shor



“The thermal time scale thus sets a (weak) 
limit on the length of time that a quantum 
calculation can take.”

Unruh, Physical Review A, 
Submitted June 1994



“…small errors will accumulate and cause the 
computation to go off track.” 

Landauer, Philosophical Transactions, 
Published December 1995



Combining repetition 
codes for bit flips and 
phase errors (Shor code). 

A quantum version of 
the classical Hamming 
code (Steane code).



Entanglement purification and teleportation for 
faithful transmission of quantum information 
through noisy channels.



Proceedings of the Royal Society A, Received 27 November 1995, Published 8 November 1996

Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) Codes: the first family of good quantum codes.



Quantum stabilizer codes: 
the quantum analogue of additive classical codes.



Fault-tolerant syndrome measurement, 
using encoded ancillas, verified offline.

Universal gates acting on encoded quantum data, 
using “magic states” verified offline.



Scalable 
quantum 

computing 
using recursive 

simulations.



Haroche and Raimond, Physics Today, 
Published August 1996

Therefore we think it fair to say that, unless some unforeseen new 
physics is discovered, the implementation of error-correcting 
codes will become exceedingly difficult as soon as one has to deal 
with more than a few gates. In this sense the large-scale quantum 
machine, though it may be the computer scientist's dream, is the 
experimenter's nightmare.



Alexei Kitaev
(1997)

“Such computation is 
fault-tolerant by its 

physical nature.”



superconducting qubits

photonics

trapped atoms/ions
 

spin qubits



Open Questions

How will we scale up to quantum computing 
systems that can solve hard problems?

What are the important applications for 
science and for industry?



Applications: Looking ahead

Optimization, finance, and machine learning. Typical quantum 
speedups are at best quadratic. Quantum advantage kicks in for very 
large problem instances and deep circuits. 

Quantum many-body physics: Chemistry and materials. Hundreds of 
logical qubits, hundreds of millions of logical gates or more.

Quantum fault tolerance needed to run these applications. High cost 
in physical qubits and gates. 

Logical gate speed is also important. Run time on the wall clock.



Overcoming noise in quantum devices

Quantum error mitigation. Used effectively in current 
processors. Asymptotic overhead cost scales exponentially.

Quantum error correction. Asymptotic overhead cost 
scales polylogarithmically. Not yet effective in current 
processors. 

What we need. Better two-qubit gate fidelities, many 
more physical qubits, and the ability to control them. Also 
fast gates, mid-circuit readout, feed-forward, reset.



An exciting time for Rydberg atom arrays!

May lead the progress in quantum error correction for the next few 
years, if two-qubit gate fidelities continue to improve. 

Thousands of qubits, movement of atoms enables geometrically 
nonlocal operations and syndrome measurements [Harvard/MIT/QuEra]. 

Further improvement from erasure conversion [Princeton/Caltech]. 

Repeated syndrome measurement yet to be demonstrated.

Continuous loading of fresh atoms will be needed. 

Atomic movement and readout are relatively slow.



Quantum Information Physics

Information scrambling: quantum circuits, chaotic dynamics, black 
holes, …

Quantum error correction: scalable computing, topological phases 
of matter, holographic correspondence.

Computational complexity: hardness of computational problems, 
preparing quantum phases of matter, geometry of the black hole 
interior.

Lots more.



http://www.aps.org/membership/units/statistics.cfm
(Founded 2005. Now 7.1% of APS. Membership is 57% students.)

APS Division of Quantum Information

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

GQI/DQI Membership 929 1028 1084 1193 1235 1304 1360 1627 1831 2140 2398 2732 2864 3321 3539
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Frontiers of Physics

short distance long distance complexity

Higgs boson

Neutrino masses

Supersymmetry

Quantum gravity

String theory

Large scale structure

Cosmic microwave 

background

Dark matter

Dark energy

Gravitational waves

“More is different”

Many-body entanglement

Phases of quantum 

matter

Quantum computing

Quantum spacetime



1994: “These algorithms take a number of steps 
polynomial in the input size, for example, the number 
of digits of the integer to be factored.”

1995: “It is shown how to reduce the effects of 
decoherence for information stored in quantum 
memory, assuming that the decoherence process acts 
independently on each of the bits stored in memory.”

1996: “This paper shows both how to correct errors in 
encoded qubits using noisy gates and also how to 
compute on these encoded qubits without ever 
decoding the qubits.”

How Peter Shor Changed Physics
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